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Adam and Eve After the Pill
Few would doubt that this is a time of transition in our understanding of human
sexuality. The confusion about sexual morals and mores is the more obvious
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evidence of this. But there is something else. For too long the bulk of Christian
reflection about sexuality has asked an essentially one-directional question: what
does Christian faith have to say about our lives as sexual beings?

Sex and the Soul
Celebrate Purity Overcoming lust is a process that requires diligent focus and
accountability from others, and these in-depth guides help establish both. They’re
designed for a variety of settings, from one-on-one accountability partnerships to
Sunday school classes. Sex Is Not the Problem (Lust Is) made the statement that
lust is a human problem (not just a guy problem) and that Jesus can free anyone
from its power. Going further, these gender-specific study guides feature questions
and discussion starters that directly address the temptations unique to men and
women. These resources are a must-have for anyone challenged to defeat lust and
celebrate purity in their lives. Lust Is Not Just a Guy Problem Based on the
bestselling message in Sex Is Not the Problem (Lust Is), Joshua and Shannon Harris
offer a companion study guide specifically designed to address the issues women
face. For use in a personal or group setting, this in-depth guide is a tool to help you
apply the book’s principles as you go further on your journey to holiness. “Sex Is
Not the Problem (Lust Is) offers help and hope—not just for those who are dealing
with sexual lust, but for anyone besieged by temptation of any kind.” —Nancy
Leigh DeMoss Author, host of the Revive Our Hearts radio program Includes a
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Modesty Heart-Check for Girls Each of the ten small-group sessions includes: •
Easy Review: A quick chapter summary makes review simple. • Discussion
Questions: Questions that serve as icebreakers, and then lead to deeper discussion
and personal application. • Accountability Follow-Up: Questions to help check each
other’s progress in a truthful and caring setting. • Meditate and Memorize: Key
Scriptures that will help women gain victory over lust. • Custom-Tailored Action
Plan: Women will be led in a step-by-step formulation of an Action Plan, uniquely
tailored to combat their specific battles. Story Behind the Book “I was preparing a
message on lust when I realized that the book I wanted to consult hadn’t been
written. That book would make it clear that only Jesus Christ can free us from the
hopeless treadmill of shame and guilt that so many well-intentioned people end up
on. It would instill a love for holiness and a hatred for sin without dragging the
reader’s imagination through the gutter. And it would be for both men and women,
because I’ve learned that lust isn’t just a guy problem—it’s a human problem.”
—Joshua Harris From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Scarlet Virgins
All the immense value of the book is available in this participant's guide for groups
of any size. It will encourage spiritual and emotional growth and character
development that enables dating--within God's boundaries--to be fun, spiritually
fulfilling, and growth producing.
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Sex and the IWorld
In 2016, a female videogame programmer and a female journalist were harassed
viciously by anonymous male online users in what became known as GamerGate.
Male gamers threatened to rape and kill both women, and the news soon made
international headlines, exposing the level of abuse that many women and
minorities face when participating in the predominantly male online culture.
Gaming Masculinity explains how the term “gamer” has been constructed in the
popular imagination by a core group of male online users in an attempt to shore up
an embattled form of geeky masculinity. This latest form of toxicity comes at a
moment of upheaval in gaming culture, as women, people of color, and LGBTQ
individuals demand broader access and representation online. Paying close
attention to the online practices of trolling and making memes, author Megan
Condis demonstrates that, despite the supposedly disembodied nature of life
online, performances of masculinity are still afforded privileged status in gamer
culture. Even worse, she finds that these competing discourses are not just
relegated to the gaming world but are creating rifts within the culture at large, as
witnessed by the direct links between the GamerGate movement and the recent
rise of the alt-right during the last presidential election. Condis asks what this
moment can teach us about the performative, collaborative, and sometimes
combative ways that American culture enacts race, gender, and sexuality. She
concludes by encouraging designers and those who work in the tech industry to
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think about how their work might have, purposefully or not, been developed in
ways that are marked by gender.

I Kissed Dating Goodbye
"Christians belong in churches--the only places where we can thrive and grow
spiritually. In Why Church Matters, Joshua Harris makes this case with wisdom,
clarity, and graciousness." --Charles W. Colson Church isn't where we go. It's who
we are. We were never meant to live our faith in isolation. The church is the place
God uses to grow us, encourage us, and use our gifts for His glory. In this honest,
personal, and practical book, Joshua Harris shows you why it's time to say yes to
church and how to find the right one for you--the place where you can fall in love
with the family of God. Includes: What you miss when you miss church Ten
questions to ask before you join How to get more out of the best day of the week
What Readers are Saying: "This book shows the place of great honor that church
holds in Christ's heart and encourages us to value what He values. I've bought
multiple copies to give away." --Mike Neglia; Cork, Ireland "Josh Harris does an
excellent job of addressing our impulse to church hop." --Garrett Watkins; Atlanta,
Georgia "When our family was in the midst of a transition, Why Church Matters
helped us find the right local church. It will do the same for you." --Andrew Hall;
Ilderton, Ontario Previously published as Stop Dating the Church From the Trade
Paperback edition.
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Live Second
Nothing has exposed the gap between the church and the broader society quite
like the volatile topics of sexuality, relationships, identities, orientations and even
gender. With a pastor's heart and a missiologist's mind, Debra Hirsch helps us
discover a holistic, biblical vision of sex and gender that honors God and offers
good news to the world.

Courtship in Crisis
BIBLICAL GUIDANCE AND ADVICE ON CHRISTIAN DATING. This is one of the few
books on Christian dating that offers a BIBLICAL action plan for Christian singles. It
cuts past all of the common myths and misconceptions out there that are being fed
to Christian singles, and it goes straight into the Bible. How did people in the BIBLE
find a husband or wife? What advice on Christian dating does the BIBLE give? What
principles does the BIBLE give to help single Christians in their search? QUESTIONS
FOR CHRISTIAN SINGLES1) Are you WAITING for God to send someone that He
created just for you into your life in His perfect timing?2) Are you WAITING to find
someone "compatible" with you?3) Are you WAITING to "hear from God" before you
marry?4) Are you WAITING to find contentment in your singleness or "savor your
singleness" before you get married?Chances are that you would have answered
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yes to at least one of those questions. All of these are myths. ALL OF THEM! That is
precisely why we titled our book "I kissed waiting goodbye." We are told to wait on
God, but waiting is not passive. This book teaches you how to trust God and be
proactive at the same time. Active faith. WHY DID I GET MARRIED? Even if you are
already married and you sometimes ask yourself "Why did I get married?" or "Why
did I get married to this person?", then this book will help you as well. It shows you
that, according to the Bible, marital bliss has ABSOLUTELY NOTHING to do with
compatibility. You are not doomed to unhappiness because you think you married
the wrong person. The Bible teaches that the key to happiness in marriage is
having a godly attitude, and applying Biblical principles to your relationship. This
book gives you many Biblical principles you can use to help you. ABOUT THE
AUTHORSDenver and Indira waited a long time to find each other. They were both
over 35 when they met. After search for over a decade, when they finally met, they
got married within 7 months of their first date. 8 years later, they still consider
theirs to be the happiest marriage in the world. Through their experiences and
study of scripture, they have learned the real reason some Christians remain single
longer than they need to be. It is because of myths they have been taught. These
wrong teachings cause them to look for the wrong thing in the wrong way. They
end up making their marriage decision more complicated that God intended it to
be. This book throws out all the bathwater and it shows you how simple God's plan
is. It gives single Christians a clear Biblical action plan to guide them in their
search. REVIEWSI have read all the Christian single women books out there. These
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books teach you everything other than how to actually find a husband. 'I kissed
waiting goodbye' blows away all the myths and wrong teachings being fed to
Christian singles, and it outlines the liberating truths of God's Word. It offers
practical guidance while at the same time being deeply rooted in scripture.
reviewer via Facebook.This book is so rich in Biblical truth, we are using it for
Christian single Bible studies in our singles group. reviewer via Facebook.This is
the true Biblical teaching on Christian dating for men and women. The authors talk
about their own journey and how they met, but the book is not based on their
experiences. It is based on scripture. I have purchased it as a gift for my two kids.
reviewer via Facebook.

I Kissed Dating Goodbye
Secular and religious thinkers agree: the sexual revolution is one of the most
important milestones in human history. Perhaps nothing has changed life for so
many, so fast, as the severing of sex and procreation. But what has been the
result? This ground-breaking book by noted essayist and author Mary Eberstadt
contends that sexual freedom has paradoxically produced widespread discontent.
Drawing on sociologists Pitirim Sorokin, Carle Zimmerman, and others; philosopher
G.E.M. Anscombe and novelist Tom Wolfe; and a host of feminists, food writers,
musicians, and other voices from across today's popular culture, Eberstadt makes
her contrarian case with an impressive array of evidence. Her chapters range
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across academic disciplines and include supporting evidence from contemporary
literature and music, women's studies, college memoirs, dietary guides,
advertisements, television shows, and films. Adam and Eve after the Pill examines
as no book has before the seismic social changes caused by the sexual revolution.
In examining human behavior in the post-liberation world, Eberstadt provocatively
asks: Is food the new sex? Is pornography the new tobacco? Adam and Eve after
the Pill will change the way readers view the paradoxical impact of the sexual
revolution on ideas, morals, and humanity itself.

Love Defined
Challenges Christian singles to take a fresh approach to relationships by
recognizing that true love brings more satisfaction than sex.

Embodiment
Purpose Driven Romance The last thing singles want is more rules. But if you’re
looking for an intentional, God-pleasing game plan for finding a future spouse,
Joshua Harris delivers an appealing one. A compelling new foreword, an all-new “8
Great Courtship Conversations” section, and updated material throughout makes
this five-year revision of the original Boy Meets Girl a must-have! Harris illustrates
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how biblical courtship—a healthy, joyous alternative to recreational
dating—worked for him and his wife. Boy Meets Girl presents an inspiring, practical
example for readers wanting to pursue the possibility of marriage with someone
they may be serious about. Are you ready for “romance with purpose”? If you’re
fed up with self-centered relationships that end in disillusionment, it’s time to
rethink romance. Finding the loving, committed relationship you want shouldn’t
mean throwing away your hopes, your integrity, or your heart. In Boy Meets Girl,
Joshua Harris —the guy who kissed dating goodbye—makes the case for courtship.
As old-fashioned as it might sound, courtship is what modern day relationships
desperately need. Think of it as romance chaperoned by wisdom, cared for by
community, and directed by God’s Word. Filled with inspiring stories from men and
women who have rediscovered courtship, Boy Meets Girl is honest, romantic, and
refreshingly biblical. Keep God at the center of your relationship as you discover
how to: • Set a clear course for your romance • Get closer without compromise •
Find support in a caring community • Deal with past sexual sin • Make the right
decisions about your future New! Courtship Conversations Eight ideas for great
dates that will help grow and guide your relationship. Story Behind the Book “I
wrote I Kissed Dating Goodbye to challenge singles to drop the worldly approach to
serial dating and reconsider the way they pursued romance in light of God’s Word.
Since then, I’ve received letters asking questions like, So, what comes between
friendship and marriage? and, How can you know when you are ready for
marriage? Boy Meets Girl answers those questions. Now as a happily married man I
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can look back on my courtship with Shannon and see from personal experience
that God is faithful. If you trust Him enough to wait on romance in dating, He will
lovingly guide you as you pursue it in courtship…right to that wonderful moment
when you kneel together at the altar.” — Joshua Harris

Gaming Masculinity
Joshua Harris builds on his highly popular conference series and bestselling book I
Kissed Dating Goodbye to give young adults God's direction as they seek a lifetime
love. Three video sessions help viewers understand love, purity, and trust from the
Bible's perspective. Open, honest, and often humorous, this powerful media
package uses drama, on-the-street interviews, personal testimonies, and segments
taped before a live audience to explore relationships in Josh's incomparable way.
Singles of all ages will find new motivation to readjust their romantic lives in light
of God's Word.

Finally Free
In the 1990s, a huge movement swept through America. Millions of young people
stopped dating and embraced something new called "courtship" which promised to
usher singles into marriage while avoiding the dangers of dating. It sounded
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wonderful. The problem? It didn't work. The resulting singleness epidemic left a
generation with broken hearts and little hope. In Courtship In Crisis, Thomas
Umstattd Jr. explains where the courtship crisis came from, and why it failed. More
importantly, he lays out an alternative model that works.

After the Altar Call
I was raised in a homegrown, fundamentalist Christian group—which is just a
shorthand way of saying I’m classically trained in apocalyptic stockpiling, street
preaching, and the King James Version of the Bible. I know hundreds of obscure
nineteenth-century hymns by heart and have such razor sharp “modesty vision”
that I can spot a miniskirt a mile away. Verily, verily I say unto thee, none of these
highly specialized skills ever got me a job, but at least I’m all set for the end of the
world. Selah. A story of mind control, the Apocalypse, and modest attire. Elizabeth
Esther grew up in love with Jesus but in fear of daily spankings (to “break her will”).
Trained in her family-run church to confess sins real and imagined, she knew her
parents loved her and God probably hated her. Not until she was grown and
married did she find the courage to attempt the unthinkable. To leave. In her
memoir, readers will recognize questions every believer faces: When is spiritual
zeal a gift, and when is it a trap? What happens when a pastor holds unchecked
sway over his followers? And how can we leave behind the harm inflicted in the
name of God without losing God in the process? By turns hilarious and
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heartbreaking, Girl at the End of the World is a story of the lingering effects of
spiritual abuse and the growing hope that God can still be good when His people
fail. Includes reading group discussion guide and interview with the author

Red Sparrow
The Fever King
In True Love Dates, Debra Fileta encourages singles not to “kiss dating goodbye”
but instead to experience a season of dating as a way to find real love. Through
reading powerful, real-life stories (including the author’s personal journey) and
gaining insights from Fileta’s experience as a professional counselor, readers will
discover that it ispossible to find true love through dating. Christians are looking
for answers to finding true love. They are disillusioned with the church that has
provided little practical application in the area of love and relationships. They’ve
been bombarded by Christian books that shun dating, idolize courting, fixate on
spirituality, and in the end offer little real relationship help. True Love Dates
provides honest help for dating by guiding readers into vital relationship essentials
for finding true love. Debra is a young, professional Christian counselor, and True
Love Dates offer sound advice grounded in Christian spirituality. It delivers insight,
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direction, and counsel when it comes to entering the world of dating and learning
to do it right the first time around. Drawing on the stories and struggles of
hundreds of young men and women who have pursued finding true love, Fileta
helps readers bypass unnecessary pain while focusing on the things that really
matter in the world of dating.

True Love Dates
Essential for defeating lust and celebrating purity in your own life, this study guide
directly addresses the unique temptations you face as a woman.

I Kissed Dating Goodbye Study Guide
Whether you're single, dating, or divorced, Joshua Harris's practical and highly
entertaining video series can help you understand God's plan for romance in your
life.

I Kissed Dating Goodbye
Even though they are immersed in sex-saturated society, millions of teens are
pledging to remain virgins until their wedding night. How are evangelical Christians
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persuading young people to wait until marriage? Christine J. Gardner looks closely
at the language of the chastity movement and discovers a savvy campaign that
uses sex to "sell" abstinence. Drawing from interviews with evangelical leaders and
teenagers, she examines the strategy to shift from a negative "just say no"
approach to a positive one: "just say yes" to great sex within marriage. Making
Chastity Sexy sheds new light on an abstinence campaign that has successfully
recast a traditionally feminist idea—"my body, my choice"—into a powerful
message, but one that Gardner suggests may ultimately reduce evangelicalism’s
transformative power. Focusing on the United States, her study also includes a
comparative dimension by examining the export of this evangelical agenda to subSaharan Africa.

How to Get a Date Worth Keeping
Navigating the Four Critical Seasons of Relationship The vast majority of young
people will still pass through the key phases of singleness, dating, engagement
and marriage in their twenties. Yet they are delaying marriage longer than any
generation in human history. Why? For the first time in history, the average age for
an American woman having her first child, 26, is younger than the average age of
her first marriage, 27. More children than ever are growing up in fatherless homes,
despite the overwhelming evidence that in every measurable way this is bad for
the child. The Center for Disease Control also recently reported a dramatic rise in
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sexually transmitted disease nationwide. In Rhode Island alone, since the onset of
online dating, reported cases of Syphilis has risen 79%, and HIV has increased by
33%. Though many young people can avoid early pregnancy and STDs, most
cannot dodge the depression and feelings of isolation that characterize this
modern generation. Studies show a dramatic rise in self-reported loneliness among
the young. All of our technological connectivity has not made us feel more
connected. In many ways, the very screens that are meant to link us to others
have become shields blocking us from the deep intimacy we crave. Many have
discovered that where there is a lack of intimacy,addiction often rises to take its
place. How can a young person navigate such troubled waters? Is there hope out
there? Like a sailor on turbulent seas, we need to look up and see the North Star:
the fixed points in the sky whereby we might navigate the objective realities in life.
We need the skill-set to know how to journey through life and how to select the
right people to journey alongside. In this book we will chart a course through the
four relational phases that the vast majority of human beings on the planet will
pass through in their twenties: singleness, dating, engaged and married. In each of
these phases, we will look at what eternal purposes should be pursued in each
stage, and how to pursue them. SINGLENESS: DEVOTION DATING: EVALUATION
ENGAGED: UNIFICATION MARRIED: MISSION Our desires for intimacy are powerful.
This power can be constructive or destructive. Our satisfaction and our safety will
be ensured if we can aim these powerful desires toward divine purposes.
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How I Kissed Heartbreak Goodbye
A political scientist and pastor offers a positive, holistic vision that helps readers
engage the cultural debate on sex and marriage in personal ethics and public
policy.

Not Even a Hint
I Kissed Waiting Goodbye
Dating. Isn't there a better way? Reorder your romantic life in the light of God's
word and find more fulfillment than the dating game could ever give - a life of
purposeful singleness.

Compared to Her
Jezebel died 3,000 years ago. But her spirit lives today. Jezebel was the most
wicked woman in the Bible, a powerful seductress who killed the prophets, led
Israel into idolatry and immorality, and emasculated men. She was seductive and
determined to snuff out the voices coming against her, because these voices were
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calling out for repentance. In twenty-first-century America, Jezebel is not a person.
But it’s as if the spirit of Jezebel is alive again today. The influence of the same
demonic force is being felt in the massive increase of pornography and sexual
temptation, the militant spirit of abortion, the rise of radical feminism, and most
importantly, in the attempt to silence prophetic voices. Just as Jezebel clashed with
strong men almost three thousand years ago, the demonic spirit of Jezebel is
powerful in America, and it is going after the church. This eye-opening book not
only unveils the satanic plot to destroy America, beginning with an all-out assault
on the church, but it will equip every believer with tools to defeat the enemy in
their own personal lives as well as in the nation. This book will show you how the
spirit of Jezebel is active in America today and teach you how to protect the
church. OTHER BOOKS BY MICHAEL L. BROWN, PHD: Playing With Holy Fire (2018)
ISBN-13: 978-1629994987 The Power of Music (2019) ISBN-13: 978-1629995953
Breaking the Stronghold of Food (2017) ISBN-13: 978-1629990996

Girl at the End of the World
Originating in 1867 under the presidency of the Archbishop of Canterbury, the
Lambeth Conference has proactively shaped the modern world by influencing
areas as diverse as the ecumenical movement, post-war international relations,
and the spiritual lives of hundreds of millions. A team of distinguished scholars
from around the world now detail the historical legacy, theological meaning, and
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pastoral purpose of the Anglican Communion's decennial councils. The next
Lambeth Conference will be crucial for the Anglican Communion, which is currently
afflicted by destructive tensions over matters long central to Christian identity,
such as the nature of holy orders, the definition of sexual morality, and the scope
of ecclesial authority. Whether in supplication or celebration, both nurtured by
diverse cultural contexts and furthered by the scope of ecumenical horizons, these
essays break new ground. The Lambeth Conference is a faithful testament to
generations past, and a spur to the ongoing restoration of Anglican theology and
devotion in the present.

Waiting and Dating
Joshua Harris's first book, written when he was only 21, turned the Christian singles
scene upside downand people are still talking. More than 800,000 copies later, I
Kissed Dating Goodbye, with its inspiring call to sincere love, real purity, and
purposeful singleness, remains the benchmark for books on Christian dating. Now,
for the first time since its release, the national #1 bestseller has been expanded
with new content and updated for new readers. Honest and practical, it challenges
cultural assumptions about relationships and provides solid, biblical alternatives to
society's norm.Clear, stylish typeset, with user-friendly links to referenced
Scripture.
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Why Church Matters
It stinks, doesn’t it. But what can you do to fix it? More than you’ve ever imagined.
You can put an end to the datelessness. Starting today—right now—you can begin
a journey that will bring fun and interesting people into your life, broaden your
experience of others and yourself, and lead you toward that date of all dates—a
date worth keeping. This book is for YOU if · You want to get more dates or better
dates. · You wonder where “the good ones” are. · You keep repeating the same old
cycle in your dating life and want to change it. · You wonder why people who aren’t
as nice as you get all the dates. · You’re attracted to the wrong kind, while the
right kind lack the “chemistry.” · You’re waiting for God to bring you the right
person—and you’ve been waiting an awfully long time. · You wonder what it is
about you that fails to attract dates. With over ten years of experience personally
coaching singles on dating, Dr. Henry Cloud shares his proven, very doable, stepby-step approach to overcoming your sticking points and getting all the dates you
could want. The results speak for themselves. Filled with true-life examples you’ll
identify with instantly, How to Get a Date Worth Keeping will prove its worth to you
many times over in the exciting months ahead.

Single, Dating, Engaged, Married
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The I Kissed Dating Goodbye Study Guide, based on Joshua Harris's phenomenal
bestseller, with over 300,000 copies sold, provides youth with a new resource for
living a lifestyle of sincere love, true purity, and purposeful singleness. Honest and
practical, this powerful study guide helps teens and young adults remap their
romantic lives in the light of God's Word. It also includes healthy challenges to
today's cultural assumptions about relationships and provides solid, biblical
alternatives to society's norms. From the Trade Paperback edition.

I Kissed Dating Goodbye
Boundaries in Dating offers illuminating insights for romance that can help you
grow in freedom, honesty, and self-control as you pursue a healthy dating
relationship that will lead to a healthy marriage. Dating can be fun, but it's not
easy. Meeting people is just one concern. Once you've met someone, then what?
What do you build? Nothing, a simple friendship, or more? How do you set smart
limits on physical involvement? Financial involvement? Individual responsibilities?
Respected counselors, popular radio hosts, and bestselling authors Henry Cloud
and John Townsend apply the principles described in their Gold Medallion Awardwinning Boundaries to matters of love and romance. Helping you bridge the pitfalls
of dating, Boundaries in Dating unfolds a wise, biblical path to developing selfcontrol, freedom, and intimacy in the dating process. Boundaries in Dating will help
you to think, solve problems, and enjoy the journey of dating, increasing your
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abilities to find and commit to a marriage partner. Full of insightful, true-life
examples, this much-needed book includes such topics as: Recognizing and
choosing quality over perfection in a dating partner How to ensure that honest
friendship is one vital component in a relationship Preserving friendships by
separating between platonic relationships and romantic interest Moving past denial
to deal with real relational problems in a realistic and hopeful way . . . and much
more! Plus, check out Boundaries family collection of books dedicated to key areas
of life - marriage, raising kids, parenting teens, and leadership. Workbooks and
Spanish editions are also available.

When God Writes Your Love Story
In the former United States, sixteen-year-old Noam Álvaro wakes up in a hospital
bed, the sole survivor of the viral magic that killed his family and made him a
technopath. His ability to control technology attracts the attention of the minister
of defense and thrusts him into the magical elite of the nation of Carolinia. The son
of undocumented immigrants, Noam has spent his life fighting for the rights of
refugees fleeing magical outbreaks--refugees Carolinia routinely deports with
vicious efficiency. Sensing a way to make change, Noam accepts the minister's
offer to teach him the science behind his magic, secretly planning to use it against
the government. But then he meets the minister's son--cruel, dangerous, and
achingly beautiful--and the way forward becomes less clear. Caught between his
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purpose and his heart, Noam must decide who he can trust and how far he's willing
to go in pursuit of the greater good.

Boy Meets Girl
Rebecca Lemke was a Good Christian Girl who wanted a Good Christian Husband
and a Quiverfull of kids. The sort of blessed, picturesque life promised to people
who followed The Rules. The Rules were these: Don't wear anything that could
cause your male friends to stumble. Scratch that, don't wear anything but denim
skirts and long-sleeve shirts, even when at the pool. Don't touch before you get
married. No kissing, no hugging, no hand-holding. Break this rule, and you are
damaged goods, chewed gum, spit-in water. Don't have a crush. If you have a
crush on someone before you're married, you cannot give your husband your
whole heart. You'll have an emotional STD that will infect your marriage! You
should really just marry your first crush. Don't have problems. Good Christian Girls
don't have problems. Don't ask questions. Good Christian Girls don't do that,
either. Don't fight back. If a man hurts you, then you led him on and deserved it.
Don't. Don't. Don't. As long as you follow The Rules, everything will be great. And
everything was great. Until it wasn't. The small town homeschool group she
attended imploded, leaving Rebecca isolated and alone. Everything came to a
head when one of her friends was violently raped by none other than her older
brother. Everyone around Rebecca said that the girl had deserved it. But the girl
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had followed The Rules. The Rules that were supposed to keep them safe and give
them a good life. That was the moment she knew something was wrong, and she
wasn't going to stay silent any longer. The Scarlet Virgins is a memoir of Rebecca's
journey through the ramifications of spiritual abuse and purity culture, wrestling
with the temptation of apostasy, the descent of herself and others into the depths
of addiction, alcoholism, anorexia, depression, self-harm, and suicide. She outlines
the dangers of finding your identity in your purity or ability to follow the Law rather
than in Christ and what he has done for you.

The Lambeth Conference
Using her own life as an example, Elliot guides singles of both genders and of any
age on how to put their love lives under the authority of Jesus Christ.

Jezebel's War With America
After the Altar Call: The Sisters' Guide to Developing a Personal Relationship With
God is a fresh, real and relevant how-to manual for African-American Christian
women who desire to move past the "church speak" and into an intimate
relationship with their Creator. What makes this book unique from other
"relationship with God" books is that this book is written from an African-American
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perspective and spans a variety of issues typically not included in one book--from
being thrice-married to leaving the Jehovah's Witnesses. The book includes
interviews with 24 remarkable women with compelling stories such as the "The
View" co-host Sherri Shepherd; Valorie Burton, life coach, author and co-host on
the Emmy award-winning show "Aspiring Women" and the former co-host of the
national daily television program, "The Potter's Touch" with Bishop T.D. Jakes; and
Bishop Vashti Murphy McKenzie, the 117th elected and consecrated bishop of the
African Methodist Episcopal Church and the first woman elected to Episcopal office
in over 200 years of A.M.E. history.

Boundaries in Dating
Sex Is Not the Problem (Lust Is) - A Study Guide for Women
DON’T KISS DATING GOODBYE! There is a much better way! Dr. Myles Munroe is an
internationally acclaimed teacher and conference speaker with several best-selling
books to his credit. In Waiting and Dating, Dr. Munroe offers a balanced, biblical
view for every believer who wants a prosperous and fulfilling marriage relationship.
He offers some of the best advice you will ever find on the subject of finding the
one with whom you will spend the rest of your life. In Waiting and Dating, you will
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learn: • The importance of sharing your faith in God. • The need for personal
wholeness. • The importance of true friendship in a relationship. • The myths of
finding the right person. • How to discern the right mate. • Much, much more! The
principles in this book will guide you through what for some is the most confusing
time of your life. For anyone looking for that special someone with whom to share
their life, this book is essential, fun, and full of hope!

Making Chastity Sexy
365 Ways to Put Jesus First Athletes and actors, models and musicians, pastors and
politicians many have stepped forward, looked in the camera, and proclaimed, “I
am second.” But most in the I Am Second movement are not celebrities. They are
ordinary people—and they’ve come to the simple realization that when God comes
first in their lives, everything makes sense. But living second is not easy. It takes
grit and humility, submission to God’s will, a willingness to listen and serve, an
openness to God’s healing and call. Live Second is a daily guide to help you. With
365 readings, prayers, actions steps, and an invitation to join other Christ-followers
online, what you hold in your hands is a tool built with truth, scripture, and a sure
path to put Jesus first every day. The Christian life is not meant to be easy, just
worth it. Live Second is exactly what you need as you become the new, inspired,
God-honoring creation he made you to be.
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Boundaries in Dating
In Marriage Matters, Janice Shaw Crouse argues that marriage is a critical element
in a free society and that society's most vulnerable communities, especially
minorities and the poor, suffer the most from the nation's retreat from marriage.
Crouse writes that marriage advances the public interest and we should create
laws and policies that support rather than undermine it. She demonstrates both
the public and private importance of marriage, and organizes her argument in a
thoughtful and logical manner. Compared to other household arrangements,
Crouse observes, marriage is by far the best for raising children and offers financial
advantages as well. Writing about bullying, Crouse shows how the trend away from
marriage has lead to poor child-rearing and to some of the nation's worst
contemporary problems. In household arrangements with an absence of traditional
fathers, the government has in some ways overtaken this role by creating social
programs such as food stamps, Social Security, and Medicare. Social programs are
but a small part of an effective solution. The groundwork for strong marriages and
lasting relationships is examined in detail. Crouse then discusses the role of sex in
marriages and the harmful influence of casual sex. The second half of the work
shows how marriage matters to individuals (specifically to women and children)
and depicts same-sex marriage as a threat to the institution. Other public policy
issues affecting marriage are also explored.
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Passion and Purity
Drafted against her will to serve the regime of Vladimir Putin as an intelligence
seductress, Dominika Egorova engages in a charged effort of deception and
tradecraft with first-tour CIA officer Nathaniel Nash before a forbidden attraction
threatens their careers.

Redeeming Sex
Our culture is obsessed with love and romance--so why are so few women
experiencing satisfying, long-term love? In this insightful and encouraging book,
sisters Kristen Clark and Bethany Beal help single women of all ages discover a
radically better approach to navigating their love lives. Covering topics such as
true love, romance, purposeful relationships, purity, boundaries, singleness, and
glorifying God in every stage of our relationships, Love Defined unpacks God's
original design for romance, showing modern women how to experience God's best
for them in their relationships. Full of biblical truths and step-by-step application of
concepts discussed, the book also includes a chapter-by-chapter study guide to be
used individually or in small groups, as well as four letters from godly women who
have been married for 30, 40, and 50+ years, offering priceless, hard-won advice
to single women.
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Marriage Matters
If you have struggled personally against the powerful draw of pornography, or if
you have ever tried to help someone fighting this battle, you know how hard it is to
break free. But real freedom isn’t found by trying harder to change. Nor is it found
in a particular method or program. Only Jesus Christ has the power to free people
from the enslaving power of pornography. In Finally Free, Dr. Heath Lambert, a
leader in the biblical counseling movement, lays out eight gospel-centered
strategies for overcoming the deceitful lure of pornography. Each chapter clearly
demonstrates how the gospel applies to this particular battle and how Jesus can
move readers from a life of struggle to a life of purity. If you or someone you care
about is fighting this battle, there is good news: No matter how intense or longstanding the struggle, Jesus Christ can, will, and does set people free from the
power of pornography.

I Kissed Dating Goodbye
Based on dozens of face-to-face interviews, Sex and the Soul explores the sexual
and spiritual lives of today's college students. Donna Freitas crisscrossed the
country, visiting a range of America's colleges and universities--from public to
private, Catholic to evangelical--to find out what students had to say about these
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highly personal subjects. Their stories will not only engage readers, but, in many
cases, move them with the painful struggles these candid young women and men
face. Indeed, the book uncovers aspects of college life that may unsettle some
readers, especially parents. Many campuses, for instance, are dominated by the
pervasiveness of hook-up culture. Moreover, many students see little connection
between sex and religion, even as they seek one between sex and spirituality.
Indeed, these observations hold true even at Catholic schools. Only at evangelical
colleges is religion an important factor when deciding whether or not to engage in
sex. But Freitas's research also reveals that, even at secular schools, students are
not comfortable with a culture of casual sex, and that they do want spirituality, at
least, if not also religion, to speak about what they should do and who they should
try to be--not just what they should avoid doing. Sex and the Soul will offer readers
the chance to hear college students speaking honestly about extremely sensitive
topics, in a book that will be of great interest to students, parents, clergy, teachers,
and anyone who wants to know what's happening on today's college campuses.
Named one of the Best Religion Books of 2008 by Publishers Weekly "Fascinating,
disturbingengagingpersuasive. Freitas's work chronicles a poignant spiritual loss
that students themselves articulate and mourn." --Publishers Weekly "Candid,
disturbing, yet ultimately hopeful.Throughout this beautifully written book, Freitas
presents students' feelings and experiences in an unflinching yet compassionate
way. You care about these young people and their struggles. This book is a great
service to students, parents, and those at colleges and universities who want to
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prepare young adults not just for the workplace but for healthy and fulfilling lives."
--Christian Science Monitor
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